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MANY of OUY readers who have taken such a deep 
interest in the work in Greece, in connection  with the: 
above Fund, will,  we feel sure, be much interested in 
the sketches of the two hospitals here produced, for 
which we are indebted to the courtesy of the Fditor 
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Chalcis IOO beds mere full, and at  the Vi on Hospital 
at  the  Piraus  there was accommodation t! OX twenty-six 
patients, to say nothing of the self-sacrificing work bf 
those nurses who worked  in the Red Cross Hospitals- 
at Arta, Karavassara, and latterly at Patras. 

To the courage and devotion of the English doctor 
and nurses, and the first-class quality of their work, 
there has been but one opinion  espressed-upon the 
part of the Royal Family of Greece, the Government 
officials, the patients, and  the Athenian press-so that 
any malicious depreciation of the  great international 

of the Daily ChyonidZe. It will be remembered that 
27 Sisters were altogether equipped and sent out to 
Greece to help to nurse the wounded  by the N,ational 
Fund, and it may not be known that  at one time, after 
the disastrous battles of Gribovo and Domoko, the 
Sisters were  in charge of the nursing of upwards of 
600 patients. At the beautiful BcoZe MiZitaire, in 
Athens, the wards contained upwards of 450 wounded 
men ; in the Military Hospital the Sisters superin- 
tended the nursing of 50 of the worst cases ; at 

work, which has been accomplished by the Daily 
Ch~o7zicZe National Fund, which has emanated from 
one source only,  must be  taken for what it is  worth. 
Now that  the good  work is practically at  an  end  and 
the majority of the working  staff have returned home, 
we heartily thank the 'Editor of the Daih Chyotrolzicle 
and the generous readers of his valuable paper for 
providing the means whereby English nurses were 
enabled to show their sympathy with suffering, and 
'take so prominent a part in '' Nursing the .Wounded." 
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